MEMORANDUM
PAC/RESO/999

To: All Members, Passenger Agency Conference
    Accredited Representatives

From: Director, FDS Operations, GDC

Date: 1 September 2023

Subject: MAIL VOTE (A630)
        PAC123 (Mail A630)
        Removal of TIP oversight body from Resolution

Background Information

During the implementation of Transparency in Payments (TIP), the Conference adopted the creation of an oversight body to which IATA would report its activities on TIP.

The main objective for this body was to review the enlistment of Alternative Method Providers and the enrolment of their products, during the initial stages of TIP.

During the last meeting of the Oversight Body held 27 March 2023 it was decided that these meetings were no longer needed. Instead, IATA should continue to report TIP activities and statistics to the Passenger Agency Programme Joint Council (PAPGJC) on a permanent basis as part of the normal agenda.

Since the body is no longer needed, it was proposed to remove Section 6 of Resolution 896. The proposal was sent to PACConf45 under item R10 and was adopted by the Conference.

Proposed Solution

Another reference to the TIP oversight body was identified therefore it is also proposed to remove the mention of the TIP oversight body under Resolution 812a, Attachment ‘A’.

Effective Date

The proposed effective date of this change is 1 October 2023.

Proposed Action

Conference to adopt the proposed change to Resolution 812a.

The timetable for this Mail Vote is as follows:
Voting Period: 01 - 15 September 2023
Filing Period: 16 - 30 September 2023
Effectiveness: 1 October 2023
To cast a vote, Members are asked to access the application from the following link: 
[Link](#).

Please note that no other form of voting will be accepted. Voting will conclude at close of business MAD time on **Friday, 15 September 2023**. Votes not cast by that deadline will be deemed to be affirmative.

In conformity with the Mail Vote procedure endorsed by PACConf in October 2009, this Mail Vote has been provided in advance to representatives of the agency associations ECTAA, UFTAA and WTAAA for review and/or comment.

Any Member seeking clarification on any aspect of the mail vote or the mail vote process is invited to contact the IATA Passenger Governance team by email to pac-gov@iata.org.

Juan Antonio Rodriguez  
Director – FDS Operations, GDC
PROCESS FOR THE ENROLMENT OF ALTERNATIVE TRANSFER METHODS

Subject to individual BSP Airline consent, the Agent may only use an Alternative Transfer Method for the issuance of Standard Traffic Documents which has been enrolled with IATA in accordance with the process below.

6. ALTERNATIVE TRANSFER METHOD REPORTING
6.1 IATA will report its activity to an oversight body regarding the enlistment of Alternative Transfer Method Providers and the enrolment of their products.
6.2 This oversight body will be composed of two Airline and two Agent representatives from the Passenger Agency Programme Global Joint Council and will report to the Passenger Agency Programme Global Joint Council.